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Sleep is a complex and essential activity
for the preservation of the brain and for the
general health of an individual. The nature
of sleep is therefore of major importance
for brain injured patients with disorders of
consciousness. However the standard
definition of sleep is not relevant for this
clinical population and it is thus necessary
to adapt the standard method of sleep
analysis. In this book we review the
specialized literature and present our own
original study of sleep in the unresponsive
wakefulness syndrome and minimally
conscious state. We describe the wide
variety of sleep patterns possible in these
patients who often no longer retain their
sleep-wake cycle. In particular we shed
light on the fact that standard sleep stages
can differentiate the minimally conscious
state from the unresponsive wakefulness
syndrome and that they predict possible
behavioral improvements within a period
of 6 months. This new and promising field
of research should be especially useful to
neurologists and researchers who wish to
improve the clinical evaluation and care of
their patients as well as our understanding
of the neural correlations of vigilance and
consciousness.
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Night and day variations of sleep in patients with disorders - Nature Dec 1, 2009 Recovery of consciousness
following severe brain injuries may occur identifiable electroencephalographic (EEG) features of either sleep or normal
wakefulness [7]. LIS is not a disorder of consciousness by definition, LIS patients .. Because of the intermittent nature
of behaviors in MCS it is essential Disorders of consciousness after acquired brain injury: the - Nature Mar 21,
2017 Thank you for visiting . Brain injuries substantially change the entire landscape of oscillatory dynamics and In
the present study we investigated whether brain dynamics of patients with disorders of consciousness Interestingly,
patients with capability of covert command following in the fMRI Sleep in disorders of consciousness - Coma Science
Group The causes of sleep-wake disturbances after TBI include a complex interplay between and address the nature,
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prevalence, and pathophysiology of post-TBI sleep-wake of sleep disorders frequently noted in patients after traumatic
brain injury .. abnormalities in sleep spindle activity, consciousness, and cognition. Fatigue following brain injury
International Brain Injury Association Fatigue following brain injury - Author: Jennie Ponsford IntroductionA
significant Various factors may exacerbate fatigue, including pain, sleep disturbance or stress. . In assessing patients
with brain injury who report fatigue, clinicians should Fatigue and sleep disturbance following traumatic brain injury
Their nature, Significance of circadian rhythms in severely brain-injured patients Mar 19, 2016 Keywords: Sleep,
Children, Disorders of consciousness, EEG. Go to: 1. Introduction. After severe traumatic or non-traumatic brain injury
surviving patients often show . Patients with acquired brain injury without DOC gave verbal consent. .. Tononi G. Local
sleep and learning. Nature. 2004430:7881. Scientific Reports Non-REM sleep has three distinct EEG stages, with
higher-amplitude, in comatose patients depend on the extent of the brain injury, they frequently .. and of forebrain
functional integration observed in several brain disorders. patient from a minimally conscious state after administration
of the GABAA1 agonist zolpidem. Publications: Nicholas D. Schiff Jan 28, 2014 Behavioral assessment in patients
with disorders of consciousness: gold standard or Brown, E. N., Lydic, R. & Schiff, N. D. General anesthesia, sleep,
and coma. Schiff, N. D. Recovery of consciousness after brain injury: a The Nature of Sleep in 10 Bedridden Elderly
Patients With Disorders Mar 21, 2017 Brain injuries substantially change the entire landscape of oscillatory dynamics
whether brain dynamics of patients with disorders of consciousness Interestingly, patients with capability of covert
command following in the Brain Injury: Neuroscience and Neuroethics - The Hastings Center Recovery of
consciousness following severe brain inju- ries can occur over long encephalographic (EEG) features of either sleep or
normal wakefulness [7]. High-density electroencephalographic recordings during sleep in Mar 20, 2017 Nature
Reviews Neurology 10, 99114. . Schiff, N.D. (2009) Recovery of consciousness after brain injury: a mesocircuit
hypothesis. Trends in High-density electroencephalographic recordings during sleep in Jan 28, 2014 Behavioral
assessment in patients with disorders of consciousness: gold standard or Brown, E. N., Lydic, R. & Schiff, N. D.
General anesthesia, sleep, and coma. Schiff, N. D. Recovery of consciousness after brain injury: a Disorders of
consciousness after acquired brain injury: the - Nature Jan 15, 2016 Chronic disorders of consciousness are a tragic
success of . During NREM sleep there is a progressive slowing of brain .. to patients in VS after global ischemia for 3
months or TBI for 1 year. . Nature, 437 (2005), pp. Laboratory Publications: Consciousness and Brain Dynamics
The Nature of Sleep in 10 Bedridden Elderly Patients With Disorders of . Sleep in the unresponsive wakefulness
syndrome and minimally conscious state. markers as indicators of early clinical trends following severe traumatic brain
injury. Disorders of consciousness after acquired brain injury: the state of about the nature of human
consciousness.1 Moreover, advances in the assessment and rehabilitation of patients with the severe and conscious brain
states (including stages of sleep from 12 months following traumatic injury. Because Recovery of consciousness after
brain injury: a - Cornell University connectivity during midazolam-induced loss of consciousness. Prevalence of
sleep disturbances, disorders, and problems following traumatic brain injury: a meta-analysis. Morin CM (2006)
Insomnia in patients with traumatic brain injury: Nature 383 (6596):163166 Braun AR, Balkin TJ, Wesenten NJ, Carson
RE, Central Thalamic Contributions to Arousal - Cornell University Mar 19, 2016 correlates of consciousness in
adults. However, knowledge about brain function in children with disorders of. After severe traumatic or non-traumatic
brain injury surviving patients often show disorders of consciousness (DOC). Traditionally, DOC are .. Local sleep and
learning. Nature, 430 (2004), pp. Sleep in Disorders of Consciousness - Springer Nature Reviews Neurology 10,
99114. functional magnetic resonance imaging responses in patients with severe brain injury. Schiff, N.D. (2010)
Recovery of consciousness after severe brain injury: the role of Brown, E.N., Lydic, R., and Schiff, N.D. (2010)
General anesthesia, sleep, and coma New Engl. J. Med. 363 Sleep in Patients with Disorders of Consciousness: The
nature of Studies of patients with disorders of consciousness have revealed that . Sleep disorders are another common
factor after stroke and TBI (77,78) and affect .. after severe traumatic brain injury. Nature. 2007448(7153):6003.
[PubMed]. 43. Sleep in disorders of consciousness - NCBI - NIH Mar 21, 2017 Brain injuries substantially change the
entire landscape of In the present study we investigated whether brain dynamics of patients with disorders of
consciousness Interestingly, patients with capability of covert command following in Publishers note: Springer Nature
remains neutral with regard to Persistent vegetative state - Wikipedia May 11, 2012 Defining sleep in severely
brain-injured patients is however problematic as This work discusses the concepts used when studying sleep in patients
suffering from disorders of consciousness and states following traumatic or non-traumatic severe brain injury will be
reviewed. .. Part of Springer Nature. Moving into the wide clinical spectrum of consciousness disorders A persistent
vegetative state (PVS) is a disorder of consciousness in which patients with severe brain damage are in a state of partial
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arousal rather than true awareness. After four weeks in a vegetative state (VS), the patient is classified as in a patients
can open their eyelids occasionally and demonstrate sleep-wake Recovery of consciousness after brain injury: a
mesocircuit hypothesis following traumatic or non-traumatic severe brain injury will be reviewed. the interactions of
sleep and consciousness in brain-injured patients are a little studied subject but, .. temporal resolution and its
non-invasive nature, along with its. Sleep Disorders Medicine: Basic Science, Technical Considerations - Google
Books Result Epilepsy and the Consciousness System: Transient Vegetative State? Jun 12, 2009 Defining sleep in
severely brain-injured patients is however problematic states following traumatic or non-traumatic severe brain injury
will be reviewed. . and its non-invasive nature, along with its portability and low cost. Disorders of consciousness after
acquired brain injury: the - Nature Apr 19, 2017 minimally conscious state NTBI 5 nontraumatic brain injury SCN
5 is the sleep-wake cycle, during which consciousness fades and recovers on a rhythms in patients diagnosed with a
disorder of consciousness (DOC) following a severe .. Nature. 2002417:7883. 2. Dijk DJ, Duffy JF, Czeisler CA.
Significance of circadian rhythms in severely brain-injured patients regulation and to neurological disorders of
consciousness. Forebrain arousal is following nonprogressive brain injuries. cally driven by stimulation of the MRF
(after lesioning of all rostral the cerebral cortex during wakefulness and REM sleep .. severely brain-injured patients,
who nonetheless show . Nature 437:. What is the role of brain mechanisms underlying arousal in recovery
Significance of circadian rhythms in severely brain-injured patients . rhythms in patients diagnosed with a disorder of
consciousness (DOC) following a severe brain injury. such as light stimulation, which has proven successful in
individuals with circadian sleep disorders (see for a review). .. Nature 2002417:7883. The transient nature of epileptic
seizures provides a unique opportunity for In addition, disorders of consciousness including coma, vegetative state, and
minimally conscious .. After the seizure ends, patients usually have a period of continued encephalopathy, or slow-wave
sleep than ictal patterns on intracranial EEG.
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